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For some time now, the cost of a college degree has been rising at
perilously high rates, and as a result, the dream of one day going to
college, for many, remains just that… a dream. With college costs
rising so dramatically, it’s no surprise that people are looking for new
ways to save for these expenses.
One such alternative method involves the use of a Roth
IRA over more traditional college savings vehicles,
such as 529 plans and Coverdell education savings
accounts. That may sound bizarre. After all, why would
anyone use a retirement account to save for education
expenses when there are special accounts specifically
designed to help plan for education costs? Here are
some reasons why it may not be as crazy as you think.

Roth IRAs are not included as an
asset on the FAFSA form
When a child goes to college, if the family wants to
receive student aid, the filing of a Free Application for
Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) is pretty much a must.
There are well over 100 questions on the FAFSA form,
many of which are financial in nature and designed to
help calculate what’s known as the “expected family
contribution” (EFC). The EFC is essentially the amount
that Uncle Sam thinks a person should pay for their
own education and is calculated, in part, based on the
assets of a student and their parents.

When reporting assets on the FAFSA form, most assets,
including 529 plans, are included in the calculation.
That means by doing the “right” thing and diligently
saving for a child’s education in a 529 plan—a plan
expressly designed for that purpose—could end up
increasing your EFC, reducing or eliminating the
amount of financial aid for which you would otherwise
qualify. That doesn’t seem fair, but don’t blame me. I
don’t make the rules.
On the other hand, Roth IRAs—along with other
retirement accounts—are not considered assets
when determining a family’s EFC. There’s no cap to
that amount either, so you may actually be able to
accumulate significant sums in your Roth IRA and still
qualify for student aid for your child.

Roth IRAs are more flexible
As noted above, 529 plans are expressly designed for
accumulating money that will be used to pay qualified
education expenses, like college tuition. To encourage
people to contribute money to such an account,
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Congress created special tax breaks. As long as 529 plan
distributions are used to pay qualified education expenses,
distributions are 100% tax free (in some states, you may
also be entitled to a state income tax deduction). So, for
example, if you contribute $5,000 to a 529 plan and it
grows to $20,000 by the time your child goes to college,
the full $20,000 can be distributed tax and penalty free
(provided it’s used to pay qualifying expenses).
That all sounds great—and it is—but if for some reason
the funds in the 529 plan are not used for qualifying
expenses, distributions can go from being tax free to
being quite pricey. In addition to owing income tax
on any gains, such distributions are assessed a 10%
penalty. True, a 529 plan set up for one child’s benefit
can be transferred to an account for another qualifying
family member, but such a person does not always exist.
For obvious reasons, you are often encouraged to start
saving for college as early as possible. How are you
supposed to know for sure though, if your 5-year-old
child is going to go to college? Or what if—dare I even
say it—your child gets a scholarship? That could turn
a tax-efficient account into a tax nightmare. If, instead
of saving money in a 529 plan, you had saved the same
money in a Roth IRA and no longer needed those funds
for education, it’s an easy and tax-efficient transition to
use those funds in retirement. If you actually do need to
use the funds to pay for a child’s college expenses, the
Roth IRA may even provide the same tax efficiencies as
a 529 plan… which brings us to our next point.

Roth IRAs may provide the same
tax-free treatment for distributions
The primary purpose of contributing funds to a 529 plan
is to enjoy tax-free distributions for education purposes,
but a Roth IRA often provides the exact same tax
benefits. If you are over age 59 ½ at the time you take
distributions from your Roth IRA and you’ve had any
Roth IRA for five years or longer, then anything you take
out of your Roth IRAs will be 100% tax and penalty free.
That’s true whether you use the funds for educationrelated expenses or for any other purpose. With shifts in
societal trends and more people waiting to get married
and have children, it is increasingly common for
education-related expenses to be incurred after passing
the thresholds of five years and 59 ½ years of age.

Even if you are not age 59 ½ (or have not met the required
holding period) at the time education-related expenses
need to be paid, you may still be able to take funds out of
your Roth IRA tax- and penalty-free. Roth IRA contributions
can be distributed at any age, and at any time, 100% tax
and penalty free. So, for instance, if you contribute $5,000
per year to a Roth IRA for the next 10 years before your
child goes to college (and take no distributions in the
interim), at the very worst, you’d be able to take $50,000
tax and penalty free from your Roth IRA.
In addition to Roth IRA contributions, amounts
converted to a Roth IRA may also be able to be
distributed tax- and penalty-free. Even if you are under
age 59 ½, Roth IRA conversions can be withdrawn taxand penalty-free as long as the conversion took place
five years ago or longer. So, for example, if you convert
$100,000 to a Roth IRA today at age 50 and need to
take that $100,000 out in six years to meet education
expenses, the entire amount will be tax- and penaltyfree. And, if you wait until age 59 ½, any gains you earn
on that $100,000 while it is in your Roth IRA will also be
able to come out tax- and penalty-free. That’s a pretty
sweet deal!
Now if college planning is really your thing, right about now
you might be thinking to yourself, “But wait! If I use my
Roth IRA to pay for my child’s education expenses as they
are incurred, won’t that impact their aid in future years?”
The answer to that question is generally yes. If you take
a distribution from your Roth IRA to pay for a child’s
college education this year, it could definitely impact
the aid they are eligible to receive in future years...
but all is not lost! There’s a clever workaround for this
problem that comes with many of its own benefits.
Simply take out loans—or have your child take out
loans—to pay for educational expenses as needed,
and then, later, use Roth IRA distributions to help pay
off that debt. There are several advantages to this
approach, including:
Help maintain financial aid eligibility throughout
a child’s education. Although your Roth IRA isn’t
counted as an asset for FAFSA purposes, if you take
a distribution from your Roth IRA, it will be counted
as income for FAFSA purposes—even if it’s a tax-free
distribution. So, if you use a Roth IRA to save for a
child’s college education, everything will probably be
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fine the first year you fill out the FAFSA form, because
you will not yet have taken a distribution to pay for any
college-related costs. However, if you take a distribution
from your Roth IRA to help pay tuition or other expenses
for your child’s first year of college, it might reduce or
eliminate their eligibility for aid in future years.
If, on the other hand, you use student loans to pay for
education expenses, you can wait until your child no
longer needs to file a FAFSA form for aid and then use
distributions from the Roth IRA to help repay those loans.
You may be entitled to a deduction. In many cases,
the interest paid on student loans is a deductible
expense. If you take out a student loan for a dependent
child, you can deduct the interest you pay on those
loans as an above-the-line deduction on your federal
tax return. As an above-the-line deduction, it is not
impacted by the so-called “3% haircut.” The deduction
can be reduced or eliminated, however, if your income
exceeds certain thresholds. In 2018 the phase-out range
for single filers is $65,000 - $80,000 and $135,000 $165,000 for married couples filing joint returns.
Help your child build credit. In today’s world,
a person’s credit score is incredibly important.
Establishing and maintaining good credit can help
people pay less when they buy a car and, more
importantly for many, purchase a home. In fact, the
difference between having good credit and bad credit—
or even just average credit—can amount to many
thousands, if not hundreds of thousands of dollars over
the course of a lifetime.
If your child takes out student loans and consistently
makes timely payments, it can really help boost their
credit score.

Bonus benefit: Leverage. With any luck, when you
send your child off to college, they will be motivated
to study hard, get the best grades possible, and make
themselves an attractive target to future employers in
an increasingly competitive labor market. Then again,
that doesn’t exactly sound like the priority list for many
18-year-olds. Cue an added benefit of this educationplanning strategy that some will absolutely love: It’s
what you might call the good grade leverage.
“You’re going to take out the loans to pay for your
college expenses. However, as long as you maintain
at least a B average (or whatever grade point seems
reasonable to your clients), your father/mother and I
will help you pay back those loans when you graduate.”
If your child doesn’t keep up their end of the bargain, you
don’t have to feel as though you’ve thrown out money
on an education your child didn’t value. Of course, it’s
unlikely such a promise will turn a would-be “slacker”
into an A-student overnight, but there’s definitely
something to the idea of taking things more seriously
when you have some of your own money at stake.
So as you can see, there are certainly more than a few
reasons to at least consider a Roth IRA as a savings
vehicle for a child’s education. That said, this is just one
of many potential planning strategies that can help you
efficiently save for a child’s education. Ultimately, every
situation is different and you should always evaluate all
of your potential options to see what’s best for you.
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